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1. Zero Islamic Immigration Policy

Love Australia or Leave Party has a Zero Islamic Immigration Policy
Love it or Leave Party, calls for an immediate moratorium on the admission of all Islamic
people into Australia, this moratorium to be indefinite. No Islamic person to find Haven in
Australia.
This party respects the rights of all immigrants who enter Australia through the legal
procedure, but will not support an Australian Government that processes immigrants that
do not equal the requirements of Australia’s work force, our Governments have not
equalled up the input of immigration as to the ability to absorb and sustain a workable
country without reliance on Welfare, as it is now we have developed a Welfare system
for the future for people who cannot work, or will not work. Love Australia or Leave Party
calls for an immediate welfare cut to thirty percent to all illegal immigrants, whether off
shore or in Australia.
Love Australia Or Leave Party will HALT all immigration to Australia until such time our country
is out of debt. Currently Australia is $96m a day in debt thanks to the former Labour/Green
Government.
When Australia is no longer in debt we will only take in genuine refugees but only those who are
compatible and share our values and only those who will embrace the Australian way of life and
have been thoroughly vetted.
Love Australia or Leave Party is currently putting together a repatriation policy that will see all
refugees returned to their homeland and their country of origin with a program for Syrian and
Iraqi; a resettling and re-building of their communities called Operation Send back.
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2. Syrian/Iraq Resettling Building Program – Operation Send
Back
There will be NO permanent residency given to those who have left
their country.
In Australia when placed on the waiting list for public housing you DO NOT get to choose what
suburb you get to live in. The same rule applies to those refugees who have come to Australia
including the 12,000 Syrian refugees our government has decided to bring to Australia. They will
be sent back when each stage of the Syrian, Iraqi Resettling Building Program is completed
under Operation Send Back.
Those who have come to our country seeking Asylum will be returned to their homeland as soon
as possible. They too should be grateful and humbled to have had the assistance from the
Australian people.
Operation Send Back will ensure that every refugee that has been granted a Dual Citizenship
will forfeit their Australian Citizenship upon return to their homeland and will be prevented from
returning to Australia.
Having spent time in Syria and Iraqi November 2014 and travelled some 384km through Syria
and stopped at some beautiful towns along the way, I also spent time with the Kurdish fighters
at the front line just 800m from a town captured by IS. NOT all of Syria and Iraqi is under attack
like the media would have you believe.
If the UN can build a functional town in less than 2 years in Jordan, that house and provide
quality services to 80,000 plus refugees including a 3 km strip of markets and shops, then the
same can be done in Syria and Iraq.
These projects can be developed quickly and effectively and we can resettle those who came
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illegally to Australia and have them returned as quickly as possible.
I believe new cities can be built and established effectively and quickly. Saudi, Syria, Iraqi and
Iran they too can fund the project, it is not just Australia’s problem this is a global issue.
LAOL will go a step further and send the many of thousands of refugees who have arrived in
Australia over the past decade back to the Middle East.
LAOL will not give Australian Citizenship Status to those refugees who will temporarily reside in
our country.
The Syrian, Iraqi and Iranian governments need to take the responsibility for their people and
need to give them and their children citizenship backdated so that they are no longer stateless.
Countries that render their people Stateless have to take on the responsibility and issue their
people with citizenship status of their country of origin. This is an immigration nightmare left to
other Western Countries to pick up the pieces.
Any measures that protects our country from the threat of potentially aggressive or persons
detrimental to the future and safety of Australia, should be deterred at all costs.
Having spent time at the Zaatari UN Refugee Camp situated in Jordan; this is the very same
camp that the Australian Government is taking the 12000 Syrian refugees from. While it is one
matter should they be children and women, should they in fact be predominantly young men
such as has been accepted by Germany and other western European Nations, whom on New
Year’s celebrations simultaneously erupted in an orgy of hate, violence, rape and murder
globally and including Australia, should never set foot on the Australian mainland and should
instead be temporarily settled at Christmas Island. A priority funded program to upgrade centre
facility, island infrastructure and remuneration to the island’s residents, to compensate them for
the unfortunate but essential use of their island. Centre to be staffed and operated under the
Australian government and no longer to be managed by private and dubious contractors.
The UN is hypercritical, as they have discriminated in selectively picking and choosing who they
let over the border. They only accept Syrians into the camp, turning back Palestinians and other
families at the borders making it a 100 per cent Syrian camp only.
Those who were turned back at the border by the UN were often picked up by the Free Syrian
Army who would then give them false documents, taking Palestinians and others back to the
border pretending to be Syrian. Do we really know who we are taking when we take in people
from these camps?
Australia taking in any refugees is like playing Russian Roulette, it is a very dangerous game to
play. It is a risk Australia should NOT afford!
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What decisions our politicians make today, if the wrong decisions are made, we will see
disastrous impacts on our country that will affect our children and future generations of our
children to come.We need a Government and politicians that will protect our country from the
threat of potentially aggressive persons that are committed to the creation of Islamic States
Worldwide and are detrimental to the future of Australia.
We cannot look after those in need if we do not secure our own future. I believe the men should
be fighting for their country not fleeing.
The only refugees we should be taking are ones who will integrate and not present as a threat
to our country. We the people of Australia should be able to select the type of people we want
here and have a say about who comes to our country.
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3. VISA Tracking
VISA Card holders will be required to visit the Department of Transport when travelling
interstate. Once VISA card holder crosses a border, State or Territory they will be required by
law to attend a Department of Transport office within 48 hours once crossing the border. VISA
card holders will be required to scan their VISA card at a machine that will register the card
automatically and update location, State and time.
If VISA card holder loses their card or it is stolen, they can have a new card issued immediately
at the Department of Transport; replacement cost is to the card holder. VISA card holder will
have 48hrs to replace their card and call a hotline in which to notify card is lost or stolen to
authorities.
Currently, drivers licence holders are required to update their relocation/movements when they
move interstate and have 14 days in which to change address, the same will apply to VISA
holders who will only have 48 hours.
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4. Time to put the Australian people FIRST!
For decades Australia has taken in tens of thousands of illegal arrivals at the cost and burden to
the Australian people. The hard working Australians, taxpayers are forced to accept and pick up
the tab when it comes to supporting illegal immigrants.
We have seen and witnessed the enormous and countless budget blowouts when it comes to
financially burdening Australia with refugees, costing millions of dollars in the way of welfare,
healthcare, education and housing. Not to mention the crippling effects on jobseekers in
Australia driving our unemployment rates even higher.
It is time to look after our Australian people and stop looking after our global neighbours.
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5. European Open Border Failure
Germany and other European countries have failed their country and
people with open border policies
We are witnessing and seeing firsthand the aftermath of the atrocities and devastation in places
like Germany, when last year Germany Chancellor Angela Merkle welcomed all refugees and
promoted an open border policy allowing an unprecedented 1.1 million migrants and refugees to
enter the country. Hundreds of thousands of migrants have arrived on the shores of Italy and
Greece, Germany made the terrible mistake that all refugees from Syria would be welcome and
is committing it-self to accept a million more.
Then some months later on New Year’s Eve 2015 early New Year’s morning, women in Cologne
and other German cities were targeted by asylum seekers and attacked, with over 600 formal
complaints and over 1000 in total to police ranging from theft to serious sexual assaults
including rape. This alone has prompted much debate in Germany about its welcoming stance
for refugees and migrants and Chancellor Angela Merkle and her open border migrant policy.
The attacks stretched far and wide from Hamburg to Frankfurt, many speculated that the attacks
had been planned or co-ordinated.
It was only social media pressure which forced the press and the politicians to make public
statements three days after the events unfolded. The reports that came out of Cologne should
serve as a warning to the rest of the world.
Love Australia or Leave Party will do everything possible NOT to allow any of these refugees to
step foot on Australian soil.
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6. Mutliculturalism Destroying our Nation
Multiculturalism has failed everywhere and is destroying our Nation
The reason why multiculturalism worked when we allowed others to come to Australia was that
they shared very similar values and cultures and embraced our laws and our way of life and
enjoyed our freedoms. Our Grandfathers and forefathers fought hard for those very freedoms
we enjoy today. We should not be prepared to give up our democracy, rights or freedoms or our
culture. I am sure our grandfathers would be spinning in their graves right now looking at what
Australia has become.
Today multiculturalism is very different. What we have in comparison today is Middle Eastern
cultures that are not compatible with our way of life and committed to the establishment of
Islamic-Law and the removal of democracy where ever they settle. They come to our country
and instead of embracing our laws and enjoying our freedoms they endeavour to try to change
our laws and freedoms to suit their beliefs based on a religious and political ideology that remain
inseparable.
The face of Australia has changed. Multiculturalism is no longer working, instead of it benefiting
our country, it is now destroying our Nation. Currently it is the governments responsibility to
develop programs, at a cost to the taxpayer, to force integration. If integration has to be 'forced'
what is inevitable is the rebellion against Australia and Australians alike. In addition, along with
integration programs we are also spending millions on de-radicalisation programs.
Mixing other cultures with Australians used to work as easy as pouring cordial into water, it
blended nicely. Today multiculturalism is like mixing oil and water, NO matter how well we mix it
up or shake, it will still separate.
I believe that the minute you allow religious places of worship to be built and allowing them their
own schools and organisations you are creating the very opposite of what needs to occur if
wanting a harmonious and cohesive society.
By having separate places of worship and separate schools you are creating and promoting
separation of a society, this in itself creates a “them and us;” this will then allow them to set up
states within a state like they already have in England, Germany and other Western European
countries. This is a very serious problem.
In the last 11 years figures have shown that a significant increase of over 290,000 people from
the UK have left their country for Australia and have taken up permanent residency. WHY?
Because the biggest failed HUMAN experiment of all had failed and now multiculturalism has
ruined their country.
European countries are now looking to Australia for answers to solve the influx of refugee
problems; Europe is looking to Australia for answers. Why? Because our current policies of
stopping the boats and turning them back has been proven to work.
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The Australian people have had enough of our politicians. We voted in a government who
stopped the boats. We are seeing an unprecedented number of refugees flooding into the
European countries, it is not an immigration problem that we are seeing in Europe; it is an
invasion.
We must abandon the term multiculturalism, and throw political correctness out the window, as
the West has embraced multiculturalism and diversity for the sake of being politically correct
and this is what is destroying our country.
Our government now has very foolishly succumbed to the United Nations. The plan was to stop
the boats. We did. They stopped. Now we fly over and pick up the very refugees we didn’t want,
saving them the trip, flying them directly from the UN camps to our shores.
Love Australia or Leave Party believes Australia should walk away from the 1951 Refugees
Convention. This is the UN convention our politicians use to excuse them from allowing
unrestricted inflows of illegal immigrants. We need to vote to RID Australia of this curse.
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7. Australian Majority Oppose Refugees
The Majority of Australians, as high as 70-80 percent do NOT want
refugees here
We see what is happening to the European countries. Our government and bureaucracies are
blinded and our government is weak.
We took it for granted that Australia would remain safe. Every Western Country is under attack.
We have thousands of sleepers sitting in our country.
There are many Muslims in our country who are eager to go fight along-side ISIS – Daesh as
they are known. Our government have cancelled their passports. We need to set up free flights
and let those and their families who want to be jihadist out of our country immediately with a one
way ticket, or we too will end up with our very own human bombs on our own soil.
We will see a Mass attack in Australia; it is only a matter of time. While the AFP has done a
fantastic job to date in minimising the attacks, evidence shows that we will not be able to stop all
attacks here at home.
We will see the blood of our Men, women and children on our own soil before the bleeding
hearts and our politicians wake up.
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8. Australian Muslim Issue with Extremism and Radicalised
Muslims
Australia has a serious Muslim Issue with Extremism and radicalised
Muslims
We do not want to see the blood of an Australian child or a Muslim child spilt on our streets.
Prime Minister Turnbull needs to hold urgent talks! These talks need to happen NOW!
For far too long the Muslim leaders and Muslim community have avoided or refused the very
talks which need to occur. The Islamic leaders must be willing to sit down with our elected
representatives and key stakeholders to hold frank and open discussions in finding solutions to
Islamic extremism and radicalisation of their youth. They must be part of the solution not part of
the problem.
This year we have seen some leaders in the Islamic community petitioning against the AFP and
prevented the very relationships that need to occur to develop the very strategies to address the
issues that affect not only the Muslim community but also Australia as a whole. There have
been many opportunities for Muslim leaders to play a part, where they did not want to or refused
to. If they don’t want to address the issue, then the issue has to be taken out of their hands. The
Australian people will have no choice but to move forward and make the decisions needed to
keep Australia safe with or without the consultation from the Islamic communities.
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9. 457 VISAs
Love Australia Or Leave Party will remove 457 VISAs
Australia’s unemployment figures are continuing to soar, at a time when our unemployment rate
is 5.8 per cent. The 457 Visas are continually pushing Australian people out of a job.
While this figure is much lower than other developed nations, it is of no comfort to those who
cannot find a job.
We must fight hard to protect jobs for the everyday Australians and put the hard working
Australians first when it comes to training and employing locals before bringing in any workers
from overseas.
It is well know over the past few years that there have been leaks from the Department of
Immigration that exposed Australia’s 457 Visa - scheme where it found it is riddled with visa
fraud and rorts.
457 Visas undercut Australian wages and conditions, is also unfair to employers who do the
right thing and offer jobs and training to locals.
Australia has put thousands of overseas workers in jobs that could and should have been
secured by Australians.
We must ensure at all costs that the people of Australia are given first preference when it comes
to securing a job. Any program that places our global neighbours first is unfair when it puts any
Australian out of a job.
Love Australia or Leave Party will cancel the 457 Skilled Workers Visa, this Visa was
implemented for the sole purpose, of allowing overseas skilled workers to hold positions in
major Australian business organisations, where local skills were not available. The 457 Visa is a
farce and a direct insult to the Australian Universities, and the Australian Education system in
general. We believe that Australia has the training and ability to fill any business position with
trained qualified Australians without resorting to the implementation of this farcical Visa.
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10. Hardline Immigration Outline
Love Australia or Leave Party will adopt the following:
LAOL will introduce a Zero Islamic Immigration policy indefinitely.
LAOL will also halt all immigration to Australia until such time our country is out of debt.
LAOL will see all refugees returned to their homeland and their country of origin under the
Syrian / Iraqi resettling program called Operation Send back.
LAOL will go a step further and send the many of thousands of refugees who have arrived in
Australia over the decades back to the Middle East to be included in Operation Send Back.
LAOL will not give Australian Citizenship Status to those refugees who will temporarily reside in
our country.
LAOL will remove Australia from the 1951 Refugees Convention. This is the UN convention our
politicians use to excuse them from allowing unrestricted inflows of illegal immigrants.
LAOL will NOT give Australian Citizenship to children conceived by refugees temporarily
residing in Australia.
LAOL will continue the successful current policy of turning back the boats.
LAOL with remove 475 VISAs.
LAOL will Introduce Operation Clean Sweep, a special Task Force that will oversee the
collecting of data, the implementation of a tracking device and deportation of those who have
overstayed their VISA’s and are residing in Australia illegally. Heavy penalties will be enforced to
those who have overstayed their welcome.
LAOL will set up a Deportation Centre and put in place a mandatory return / deportation of any
persons in Australia who breaks the law and is imprisoned for more than three months and or
have been charged with ANY offences relating to that of a sexual nature. They will be deported
effective immediately and taken to a deportation centre in which they will stay until
arrangements are put in place to finalise deportation. This will include the emptying of Australian
gaols of those who hold dual citizenship status, currently serving time in our prisons. We will
empty the prisons of those who hold dual citizenship; this will come into effect immediately.
LAOL will introduce a Secondary Watch List whereby the thousands of refugees who arrived
into Australia illegally will be placed on a National Data Base – A Secondary Watch List that can
be accessed by departments such as ASIO, AFP and Anti-terrorism taskforces and local police
allowing easy access to individual’s records linked to other government departments such as
Centerlink.
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A Secondary Watch List is required due to the immigration departments who pushed through
thousands of refugees under the Labour Government when they allowed an open border policy,
as many refugees are not genuine refugees and still remain questionable. Labour allowed an
almost non-existent and ineffectual vetting process and we do not believe that the vetting of
these refugees was anywhere near thorough enough.
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